The Idea of the Experiment Interchange Stability in Bean and Oval Shapes
Shaping can separate interchange from internal kink stability (q=1). 
Differences! The Sawteeth -In Beans and Ovals

Quasi-Interchange and Resistive Internal Kink
•In both bean and oval shapes , we can redo our TRANSP runs, using neoclassical resistivity rather than the measured q profiles, and then compare the calculated pitch angle ( P =tan -1 {B z /B }) to the measured values. The difference is well within the 0.3 deg. statistical error in P .
•We have no direct evidence that the bean and oval shapes "cause" RIK and QI respectively. Rather, we have evidence the shapes result in changes in T e leading to differing current profiles.
•The shapes result in drastically different electron confinement, resulting in different resistivity profiles evolving different q profiles and leading to the different sawtooth behavior.
•It is not clear whether shape, per se, contributes to the difference in the collapse.
Interchange Stability Fails
•The resistive interchange criterion (D R ) is positive (unstable) over the region inside r i over most of the sawtooth period in both bean and oval plasmas.
•D R can be separated into magnetic well, shear and p terms. In these experiments the latter 2 terms are negligible. The problem is the lies with the (lack of) well.
•Said differently, the normal curvature, n =( / <B 2 +2μ 0 p>)/B 2 , is near 0 inside r i in both oval and bean. When we make the bean (as compared to the oval) we do increase ( / <B 2 >)/B 2 , but then the plasma raises p/ and n is unchanged from the oval. (Also, / <B 2 > is reduced a bit as q 0 drops.)
Interchange Stability
The interchange stability criterion is routinely violated --but we observe major differences in plasma behavior and transport. At the global level we see the change between QI and RIK. The experimental evidence is that changes in / <B 2 >/B 2 cannot be ignored. I think this demonstrates a conceptual validity for interchange stability, but the calculation of the stability criterion fails.
•One possibility is that kinetic corrections † are be needed. These might remove the violation of the interchange criterion, but electron transport appears to predominate and is not explained by interchange stability in any straightforward manner. † Porcelli & Rosenbluth, PPCF 40(1998)481.
We note that, were these results generally applicable to toroidal device, the effects would be minimized in a hot-ion mode and be more severe in an -heated device than shown here, where P be P bi .
